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Recent methods to realign PET images are useful to correct
minorchanges inposftiondueto subject movement When using
measured attenuation correctionin the presence of larger sub
ject movements, the attenuationdata willnot correctlyrepresent
the conditionsofthe emissionscan and hence lead to erroneous
attenuation correction. Methods: In the presence of subject
movement between two emission scans (EM1and EM2),the
first scan was assumed to be correctlyaligned withthe trans
mission scan. The emission scans were reconstructed wfthout
attenuation correctionand were realigned so that the transfor
matlon matrixmapÃ§*@g
EM2onto EMI was found. The inverse
of thatmatrixwas used to re@e the transmissionimages.The
resliced transmission images were forward projected to yield
new attenuation thtaand EM2 was re-reconstwcted. Finally,the

image set from EM2 was reel@edto match the orientationof
EMI.Themethod
wasvalidated
byphantom
dataandbyhuman
brain and cardiac studies. Results: Phantom data show that
accurate attenuation correctioncan be achieved by reslicingthe
transmission images. In 795 region of interest measurements,
the mean errorafter resticingwas -0.8%, the standard devintlon
of the errorwas 3.8%and the maximumerrorwas no greater
than I 1.7%. Results fromhuman brainand cardiac experiments
yield similarresults with a maximumerror of 7.5% in 80 mea
surements. Conclusion: Reel@ng of attenuation data with
transformationparameters obtained from realignmentof emis
eon data provkles an accurate and reliable method to obteln
correctquantificationinthe presence of changes in positiondue
to subjectmovementduringor between PETexaminations.

can be used to correct movements between examinations
to allow, for example, subtraction between subsequent
examinations. They may also be used to correct move
ments between individual frames in a dynamic study prior
to furtheranalysis. The accompanyingproblemof perform
ing an adequate attenuation correction has achieved less
attention. In a typical setting one transmission scan is
performed, followed by several emission scans after one or

more injections of tracer. Even when there are several
injections

of tracer,

the transmission

scan is rarely re

peated. Thus, if there are movements between the emis
sion scans, therewill also have been movements relative to
the transmission scan. Effects of misalignment between
true and assumed attenuating media are well known (8) and

misalignment between transmission and emission scans
has been shown to have a large impact on quantificationin
cardiac studies (9). A possible remedy for this problem in
brain studies would be the use of calculated attenuation
correction (10,11) evaluated separately for each emission
dataset. The weak points of those methods are the need for
a relatively high uptake in superficialsoft tissue, adequate
counting statistics and their exclusion from the chest re
gion. The use of a transmission scan to perform attenuation
correction

has important advantages.

It gives accurate val

ues in the presence of air, lung or bone and is applicableto
data obtained with any type of tracer regardless of uptake
in superficialtissue. Noise propagationfrom the transmis
Key Words: posftronemissiontomography;attenuationcorrec sion scan into the emission scan can be addressed by seg
lion; image reg@atlon
mentation methods (12â€”14).
Recently, a method was sug
J Nuci Med 1995; 36:670-678
gested to realigntransmissionscans to each other (4,15), to
allow for reuse of high count transmission scans by align
ment to subsequent short transmission scans. It was also
suggested for use in alignmentof emission scans by assum
he emergence of methods to retrospectively realign ing lack of movement between a transmission scan and its
PET scans (1-7) is an importantstep towards solving the appurtenant emission scan (4).
problem of patient movement duringor between PET cx
In this article, we present the implementation and vail
aminations. These methods all use one dataset as a point of dation of a method that attempts to solve the problem of
reference that is held stationary and proceed by realigning attaining proper attenuation correction in the presence of
one or several other scans to match the reference. They position changes due to subject movement between the
emission scanning sessions. The method is validated on
phantom data, and on human brain and cardiac data. The
ReceivedApr.13, 1994;revIsionacceptedSept 20, 1994.
effect of mismatch between transmission and emission
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scans for brain studies is also investigated.
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FiGURE1. (rop)Operation
being
performed.
(Mldd@)
Output
fromtheoperation.
(Bottom)
Format
oftheoutput.
Theoutput
fromthe
whole procedure is marked by boxes and consists of the followingdata IMA(E1
,TR):emission image obtained before movement
reconstnictedwfththe od@nelattenuationscan; and IMA(E2(posl),TR):
em@s1onimogeob@ed after movement,reconstructedwith
realignedattenuationscan and reslicodto match the orientationof IMA(E1
,TR).EM = emissionprojectiondata lB = transmission
projectiondata; MA= emissionki@oge
da@ ITM= transmissionImogeda@ IMA(E1
,TR)= emissionimagedata obtelnedbyreconstruct
ing EM1 using lB for attenuationcorrection;IMA(E#,.AJr)
= emission Image data obtained by reconstructingE# withoutattenuation

correction;T = transformationmatrixmappingIMA(E2,Air)
onto IMA(E1
,AIr).
METHODS
Theo@
Attenuationmeasurementin PETis performedby doingtwo
measurements with an external positron-emittingsource in the
scanner,

one with and one without the object, for which the

attenuationis sought. The ratiobetween these two measurements
is then used to correct the data from the emission scan. An image

Realignmentof PET data is a three-dimensionalproblemwith six
degreesof freedom,three translationsand three rotations. If di
rect realignment is attempted in the projection space, only the

inplanetranslationsandrotationwillbe available.
Out-of-planerotationsand translationsof transmissionvolume
will result in full or partial data loss in the extreme slices. Those

slices can not be forward projected and they will not be recon

structed in the re-reconstructionof EM2.
ofthe attenuating
objectcanbegeneratedbyreconstruction
of the
logarithmof the ratio projections. By doing forward projection PET Scans
through the fullvolume of transmissionimages,it is possibleto
Scanners. Phantom studies and brain studies were performed
deducethe attenuationalonga ray in any directionthroughthe on a GEMS2048-15Bscanner(16) and cardiacstudies on a
Bothscannersproduce15sliceswith6.5volume. Thus, by reorientingthe volume and forwardprojecting GEMS4096-15WB(17).
the resultingimages,attenuationdatacan be evaluatedas if the mm slice spacing and have a 6-mm axial and transaxial FWHM.
Phantom Studies. A plastic phantom with an outer diameter of
object had been orienteddifferentlyat the time of scanning.The
205mm and inner diameterof 195mm containingfive air-filled
negativeconsequenceswillbe dataloss in the axialdirection.
A methodto realignPET emissionscans that is rapidand glass spheres ofdiameters 15, 22, 27, 34 and 40 mm was filledwith
robustenoughto permitits use on individualframesin dynamic water,positionedinthegantryanda 2-raintransmissionscanwas
pin source.The phantom
studies has been developed at our facility (7). It uses one emission obtainedusinga rotating140MBq @Ge
datasetasthereferenceandrealignsoneorseveralotheremission was translated5, 10and 15mmupwardin the gantryand5, 10and
datasets to that reference. High speed and accuracy is achieved 15mmtowardthebackof the scannerin the axialdirection;the
by usingimageedgeinformation
obtainedby differentiation
of the scanner gantiy was tilted 5 and 10 degrees counterclockwise
images.Imagevolumesarereslicedusingtrilinearinterpolation. around the x-axis. Transmission scans were obtained in all nine
Considerthe case where one transmissionscan (FR) and two positions.The phantomwas removedfromthe scanner, 100MBq
emission scans (EM1 and EM2) have been obtained, and where
of 18F-FDGwereinjectedandthephantomwas carefullyreposi
there has been a change in position between the two emission tionedin thescanner.Four-minute
emissionscanswereobtained
scans. It is assumed that the TR is correctly aligned to the EM1.

in all the positions for which transmissionscans had been made.

Thematrixfoundby therealignment
programto maptheEM2to Theaccuracyof repositioningwas estimatedto be Â±1mm.
EM1is invertedandappliedto TR.Thiswill reorientTRso that
Brain Studies. An unconscious and respirator-ventilated sub
it matches

the position ofEM2.

The reoriented

transmission

data

ject was positioned in the scanner. A 10-mm transmission

scan

set is forwardprojectedso thatattenuationcorrectiondataare was obtainedusinga rotating52 MBq @Ge
pinsource.An injec
createdfor EM2.EM2is thenreconstructedagainfromits pro tion of 1000MBqof 150-waterwas madeand a dynamicscan
jection data, now with the reorientedattenuationcorrectiondata.

Finally,there-reconstructed
EM2is reorientedusingtheoriginal
transfermatrixto matchthepositionof EM1.Thefullprocedure
of the methodis demonstratedgraphicallyin Figure1.
The methodinvolves steppingback and forthbetweenthe
projectionspace and the imagespace. This is time-consumingbut
necessary,sincetherealignment
mustbedoneintheimagespace.

Accurate AUenua@on
Correctionâ€¢
Mdersson at al.

sequence consisting of seventeen 5-sec frames and two 20-sec
frames was started. All individual frames and a summation frame

consistingofallframeswerereconstructedwithan 8-mmHanning
filter, 2 mm pixel size, using the transmission scan for attenuation

correction.Eight days later, the same protocolwas repeated.
Cardiac Studies. An otherwise healthy subject with previously

suspectedmyocarditiswaspositionedinthe scannerwithhisarms
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extended behind his head. A 10-mmtransmissionscan was oh
mined using a rotating 140 MBq eaGe pin source. Carbon-li
acetate(570 MBq)was injectedand a dynamicscan sequence
consisting of ten 6-sec frames, four i-mm frames, five 2-ruin
frames,five3-mmframesandfour5-mmframeswas started.All

were reconstructed

individual frames and a summation frame, consisting offour 1-ruin
frames starting 2 mm after injection, were reconstructed with a

betweenall emissionimagesets reconstructedwithoutattenua
tion correction, yieldinga total of 81 translation matrices. The

6-mm Hanning filter, 4 mm pixel size, using the transmission scan

inverse of these translation matrices was used to reslice the at
tenuation scans. The resliced attenuation scans were forward
projected to yield new sets of attenuation data to re-reconstruct

for attenuationcorrection.The subjectwas removedfromthe
scanner and 3 hr were allowed for tracer decay. The subject was
repositioned in the scanner while exercising on an electrically
braked bicycle ergometer. A transmission and an emission study

sion dataset obtained in the same position, and there were eight

obtainedin differentmismatchedpositions.Allemissiondatasets
using all transmission

datasets yielding nine

accurateattenuationcorrectedimagesets and72withmismatched
attenuation scans. A set of translation parameters was found

theemissionimages.Figure2 depictsthedesigndescribedabove
forthe case wheretherearetwo emissionandtwo transmission

wereperformedwitha shortenedversionof the aboveprotocol, scans. The correctly reconstructed images were compared visu
but 1130MBqâ€˜1C-acetate
were injected.
allyto the imagesreconstructedwithmisalignedtransmissiondata
andto the imagesreconstructed
with the reslicedtransmission
Verification Msthods
data. To obtain numerical data, 12 ROISwere drawn in each
VeÃ±ficationof Forward Projection. For one human brain

study, transmissionimages and emissionimageswere ream
structed usingmeasuredattenuationcorrection.The transmission
imageswere forwardprojected,generatinga new set of attenua
tioncorrectiondata,andnewemissionimageswerereconstructed
usingthe forwardprojecteddata fromattenuationcorrection.The
twosets ofemissionimageswerecomparedvisuallyandbyvisual
inspectionof imagesgeneratedby dividingone of the sets by the
other. Furthermore,a scatterplot with the pixel value of the
original dataset on the x-axis and the pixel value of the other
dataset on the y-axis was created for 2000pixels randomlyse
lected from within the brain contour.
Effect of T,unsmirsion-Emi@sionMirmatch for Brim Studies.

correctly reconstructed

emission image set. The ROlswere

drawn

nearedgesofthe phantomandedgesbetweenairandwaterinthe
images so that a mismatchbetween emissionand transmission
should have a large effect (see Fig. 5A for examples of used
ROIs). Mean activityvalues in the ROISwere measured in the
correctly reconstructed

images, in the images reconstructed

with

a mismatchedtransmissionscanandin the imagesreconstructed
with a resliced transmissionscan, yieldinga total of 1836ROl
values.
Verification ofAccuracy
of Realigned Attenuation Data for
Human Studies. For each individual there were two transmission

scans and two dynamic emission scan series. The transmission

andemissionscanswereassumed
to becorrectlyalignedin pairs,
thusthedesignwas identicalto thatshownin Figure2. Emission
usingmeasuredattenuationcorrection.Transmission
imageswere scans were reconstructedwith and without attenuation correc
reconstructed and 15 translated transmission image sets were tion, usingboth the appurtenanttransmissionscan and the trans.
createdby softwaretranslationof the originaltransmissionvol mission scan from the other examination; emission datasets were
rune of 5, 10 and 15 mm positivelyand negativelyin the x- and realigned and the inverses of their transformation matrices were
Emission images were reconstructed for one human brain study

y-directions and positively in the z-direction. Transmission data

used to reslice the transmission datasets which were then forward

setswerecreatedbyforwardprojectionofthe translatedvolumes, projected and used to re-reconstructthe emissiondatasets. All
and 15additionalemissionimagesetswere createdby recon obtained images were visually compared and ROIs were defined.
structingthe originalemissiondata usingthe translatedtransmis Forbrainandcardiacstudies,the aboveprotocolwas appliedto
sion datasets. Regions of interest (ROIs) of 1 cm thickness were
defined in the frontal, posterior and lateral regions and in the

superiorcortex. Meanvalues of activitywithinthe ROIswere
measuredin all 16imagesets.

summed emission data and to one individual frame from each

emission dataset. The applicationto summed data mimics the
situationin which there are two injectionsof activityfor one

transmission study, as is the case in activation studies and in
Ve,ification ofAccuracy ofAttenuation Data Reali@jzedUsÃ¼tg myocardialperfusionreserve studies. The singleframe case at

theEmissionImages.Themethodoutlinedin Figure1 produces temptsto mimicthe situationin whichthereis one transmission
as outputa presumablyaccurateattenuationcorrectedimage scan and one injection and there is subject movement during the
(IMA(E2(posi),TR)). To verify the method, another transmis dynamic scan sequences.
sion scan, obtainedin position2, is needed.By reconstructing
EM2 with the transmission scan used for attenuation correc

tion, an image is generatedthat can verify the accuracy of
IMA(E2(posl),TR)). Since the addition of another transmis
sion scan makesthe layoutsymmetrical,therewill be two sets
of correct images, two sets of imagesgeneratedwith a mis
matchedattenuationscan and two sets of images generated
with a resliced attenuation scan. A flow scheme for the yen
fication method is outlined in Figure 2. By adding additional
pairs of matched emission-transmission scans and doing all

possiblecombinations,the numberof comparisonsgrowsrap
idly.

RESULTS
Veiification ofForward

Projection. Results from a corn

parison between an image set reconstructed with measured
attenuation correction and reconstructed with data ob
tamed by forward projection of the attenuation images are
shown in Figure 3. There was a slight underestimation of
the attenuationvalues, and thus the activity values, when
forward projecting the attenuation images. The size of the

underestimation of the activity values is approximately
Phantom Study. Emission and transmission scans were per 0.5%. Visual inspection of the emission images and of the
formedon the phantomin ninedifferentpositions,yieldinga total image obtained when dividing the two emission images by
of 18datasets.Foreachemissiondatasettherewasonetransmis each other revealed no regional changes.
Venfication
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FIGURE2. frop)Operation
being
performed.
(Middle)
Output
fromtheoperation.
(Bcttom)
Format
oftheoutput
Theoutput
fromthe
whole procedure Is marked by boxes and consists of the followIng data IMA(EMI,Th1) and IMA(EM2,TR2): emission images achieved
when reconstructing emission data with transmission data obtained in the same position; IMA(EMI,TR2) and IMA(EM2,TRI): emission

im@esachievedwhenreconstructingemissiondata withtransmissiondata achievedInthe otherposition;and IMA(EMI
,TR2(Posl))and
IMA(EM2,TRI(Pos2)):
emissionim@esachievedwhen reconstructingemissiondata withtransmissiondata obtainedInancther position,
resliced to match the position of the emission data. The method is verified by comparing IMA(EM1,TR2(Posl)) and IMA(EM2,TR1(Pos2))
with the correct imnages IMA(EM1,Th1) and IMA(EM2,TR2). See Agure 1 for defInitions.

&amination
of the Effect of Tra,&s@mission-Emission
Mismatch for Brain Studies. The ROl values obtained in

the images with mismatched attenuationdata compared to
the values in the images with matched data are shown in

and afterreslicingof the attenuationdata, a good statistical
estimate was achieved for the errors associated with the
method. These data are presented in Table 1 and Figure 7.
A normal probabilityplot of the errors after alignment of

Figure 4. Note how a mismatch no greater than 5 mm can

produce a 10% error in a 1-cm thick cortical ROl. Data for
misrnatch in the z-direction are not shown.
Vetification ofAccuracy ofRealignedAttenuation

Validationc@forwardprojectedattenuationdata

Data

for Phantom Study. An example of a phantom study re
constructed with its matched attenuation scan (A), a mis
matched attenuation scan (B) and a resliced attenuation
scan (C) is shown in Figure 5. Note how the erroneous
distribution of activity in the y-direction in panel B disap
pears in panel C. Note also how the holes in the phantom
seem to have moved upwards in panel B compared to in
panel A. The reason for this is that the effect from the hole
in the attenuationdata is largerthanthe effect fromthe hole
in the emission data. When reconstructingthe same phan
tornwithout attenuation correction, the holes actually ap
pear as weak hot spots.
â€˜ROlvalues for one of the emission datasets recon
structed with matched and mismatched attenuation data

are shown in Figure 6. An estimate of the errors can be
obtained by comparing a ROl value obtained in an emis
sion image reconstructed with its appurtenant transmission
scan to a ROl value obtained in the same emission data
reconstructed with another transmission scan. By doing
this for all possible ROIS across all phantom data, before

Accurate AttenuationCorrectionâ€¢
Andersson at al.
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FIGURE 3@ Scatterplotcomparesemissionkn@ereconstructed
with od@nsi attenuation data to an emission reconstructed with
attenuation data obtained by forward projection of transmission im
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sion and transmission data for a brain study.
@

transmission data shows excellent agreement with a nor
mal distribution. Since not all slices were possible to re
construct after reslicing of the transmission data, values
were not obtained for all ROIs afterthe second reconstruc
tion. Those ROl values were also excluded from analysis in
the pre-reslicing images. Thus, a total of 795 ROl values
were obtained before and afterreslicing of the transmission
data.
Verification ofAccuracy

ofRealignedAttenuation

Data

for Hwnan Studies. Examples of images reconstructed
with its original transmission dataset (D and 0), with a
mismatched transmission dataset (E and H) and with a

mismatched transmission dataset resliced to match the
emission data (F and I) are shown in Figure 5 for the brain
and cardiac studies, respectively. Note how the activity
distribution changes drastically when images are recon
structed with mismatched attenuation data (Fig. 5E and
H). In the cardiac case, data would actually indicate a
substantial hypoperfusion in the lateral chamber wall, and
might mislead the diagnosis. After reslicing of transmission
data (Fig. 5F and I) the emission images look very similar
to those obtained with the originaltransmission data. ROl
values for both emission datasets, both single frames and

summed data are presented in Table 2 and Figures 8 and 9.
The maximum errors for the brain and cardiac studies are
7.5% and 6.5%, respectively.

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 5. Results from phantom, brain and cardiac experl
ments.
Phantom image reconstructed with matched attenuation
scan. (B)The same emission dataset as in (A),reconstructed with
an attenuation scan translated 15 mm Inthey-direction compared to
the emission scan. Ncte how the hdes from the aw ca@ties have
moved and followthe transmission rather than the emission data.

(C)Thesameemissiondatasetreconstructed
withan attenuation
scan transiated 15 mm in the y-c@rectioncompared to the emission
scan after residng ofattenuaffon scan WfththetranSfOrmatiOnmatrix
obtained when realigning emission im@es to each other. (D) Brain

Imagereconstructedwithmatchedattenuationscan. (E)The same
emission dataset as In (D),reconstructed with a mismatched atten
uation scan. (F)The same emission dataset as in (D),reconstructed
withthe mismatched attenuation scan after reshcing with the trans

formationmatrixobtainedwhenrealigningemissionim@esto each
other. (G) Cardiac image reconstructed with matched attenuation
sosn. (H)The same emission dataset as in (G), reconstructed with

a mismatched
attenuation
scan.(I)Thesameemissiondatasetasin
(G),reconstructedwiththe mismatchedattenuationscan afterreslic
ingwlththetransformation matrlXOt*ainedwhen realigningemission

imagesto each other.
hour, during which the subject is supposed to be motion
less. During that time, however, there will have been one,
or several movements that passed unnoticed, thus invali
dating data after the movement. Application of this method
would then correct the data and enable their use. The use
of this method to obtain accurate attenuation correction
does not necessitate the use of our method (7) to register
emission images; indeed it could be used together with any
of the published methods (1â€”6).
The reason for the slight underestimationof the attenu
ation data and the subsequent activity values in emission
images duringforwardprojectionof transmission images is

We have shown that our method is capable of attaining unclear. A possible explanation may be differences in the
accurate attenuation correction despite subject movement implementation of backprojection in the reconstruction
between

scan sessions,

provided

position between the transmission

there was no change in

and the first emission

program and implementation

of forward projection

in the

software written during the preparation of this article.
However, the small magnitude of the underestimation to

scan. A complicated PET protocolwith multiple injections
with the same or differenttracersmay last for more than an

gether with its spatial invariance makes it negligible.
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the mean activitywltNn an ROl projected onto an emission image.

The effects of a mismatchbetween attenuationandemis
sion scans have been shown to be severe for heart studies

(8). Our data indicate that the effects are no less for brain
studies, and it can be seen in Figure 4 that a mismatch of 15

method. Error distributionafter realignmentfits a normal
distribution veiy well and may therefore be ascribed mainly
to counting statistics.

mm may induce regional errors in the magnitude of 40%.
Clearly, it would not be meaningful to realign an examina

A tendency

towards

deteriorated

Errordistributionc@ROlvalues k@
phantomstudy

tion with movements in that magnitude if the problem of
attenuationcorrectionwas not addressed at the same time.
The acceptable level of quantificationerror, and thus sub
ject movement, would have to be settled from case to case,
but clearly 5 mm in any direction would be the upper limit
for most applications.

I

The phantom data demonstrate the feasibility of the

TABLE 1
Percentage Errors*in ROIValues in Images Reconstructed
withOriginalMatchedAttenuationData Compared to Images
Reconstructed withMismatchedAttenuationData
reslicings.d.meanmm.max.Before795â€”2.68â€”76.171.418.31After
after
ReslIcIngnBeforeand

.60 -50 -40 -30 -20 .10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Percentage error

FiGURE7. Registration
errorversustotalnumber
ofcountsper
*E@ were795
@imtched.
definedâ€”0.83
as 100 (mâ€”11.7
ismatched-matched)10.43.76

Accurate AttenUatiOnCorrectionâ€¢
Mdersson at al.

15 slices. Translationsand rotationsinalldirectionsare lumpedand
the curves represent a mean of all directions.

675

TABLE 2
Percentage Errors*In ROl Values in Images Reconstructed
with ReslICed Attenuation Data and Images Reconstructed
with Original Matched Attenuation Data

bined with a segmentation method (1Z13). Segmentation
of the transmission images after reslicing and prior to for
ward projection would restore the high frequencies in the
images and counteract the smoothing introduced image

Studynmeanmmmaxs.d.Brain36â€”0.68â€”7.515.373.16Heart440.06â€”6.066.463.54â€¢Errorswere
reslicing.

Data obtained from human studies furtherindicate that
our method produces correct results. The images recon
structed with resliced attenuation data are virtually identi

cal to those reconstructedwith the appurtenantattenuation

definedas 100 x (resliced.orlginal)/orlginal.

resolution near sharp edges in the phantom images was

observed. This may be explained by reslicing of the trans
mission images which results in smoothing. This smoothing
is propagated into the emission images, but will have an
appreciable effect only in the areas where there are edges
in the transmissionimages. The same effect was noticed by

data. Results obtained when realigning one individual
frame to another are very similar to those from realigned
summed data. This indicates that the method can be used
for realignment and correction within a single dynamic
examination as well as between examinations.

Thismethodis similarin practicebut differentin essence
to the method suggested by Bacharach (4) and &ttinardi
(15). Their method assumes the existence of a matched

derestimated by no more than 5%. This effect could be

transmission scan for each emission scan, and then at
tempts to realign examinations and/or reuse low noise at
tenuation data. Thus, a prerequisite is that all movements
are immediately noticed, and a new transmission scan is
obtained in thatposition before the next movement occurs.

avoided if the reslicing of the transmission data was corn

This method, on the other hand, is meant to be used ret

Bacharach et a!. (4) and has been investigated by Meikie et

al. (14). It influences mainly cardiac studies, where the
activity in the lateral wall of the left chamber will be un

Results
fromhumanbrainstudy
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FIGURE8. Resultsfroma brainstudy.Comparison
betweenROlvaluesobtained
Intheemissiondatasatwhenreconstructed
withIts
appurtenanttransmlsslon data, with mismatched transmission data and mismatched attenuation scan after resicing withthe transformation
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rospectively in the cases where a movement is detected
after completion of the examination.

A typicalscenariois whenmovementsaredetecteddur
ing evaluationof data from an examinationin some formor
another. The movements are analyzed by applying emis
sion image realignmentsoftware to all frames in the exam
inationby utilizingthe previous of two consecutive frames
as a reference Thus, in a time series of ten frames, the first
one is used as reference for the second, the resliced second
is used as reference for the third, and so on. If movements
exceeding 5 mm or 5Â°are detected, the time series is

cular distribution to a late image showing mainly bound
tracer.
We reconstructed the images without attenuation cor
rection prior to realignment because our data indicate that
realignment accuracy may be affected if one of the emis
sion images contains artifacts due to a mismatched atten
uation scan. In reports on realignment of PET emission
data claiming subinillimeter accuracy, none of the experi
ments were designed to examine that aspect. Whether
phantom (2,5) or human (3) data were used to verify re
alignment,

they all had accurate

attenuation

correction,

something that clearly is not realistic if measured attenua
tion correction is used. The above example describes the
sulting nine transformation matrices are inverted and ap
application to a single injection, dynamic PET study, but
plied to the transmission images, yielding nine new sets of the same strategy is applicable to activation studies or
attenuation data. Frames 2 to 10 are finally resliced using rest-stress cardiac studies.
their original transformationmatrices. The result is an ac
Our method is based on the assumption that the first
curate, attenuation corrected, aligned image.
emission scan is correctly aligned to the transmission scan.
The reason for using a variable reference, and not just The assumption is reasonable and will be fulfilled in most
letting the first frame be the reference and aligning the cases because the less time between transmission and
subsequent frames to it, is that activity distribution emission scans, the smaller the risk for movement. There
changes during the course of the examination. It may not will be instances where this approach will not work, but
be possible to realign an early image showing mainly vas
cases where this problem occurs whenever measured at
re-reconstructed
without attenuation correction and is
again passed to the image realignment software. The re

Accurate AttenuationCorrectionâ€¢
Mdersson at al.
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tenuation correction is used is not unique to this method.

must be considered. When translations are larger than 5
mm the effects on quantification may be 10% or more. The
least ensures that any mismatch between the transmission method presented in this paper provides a way to correct
and the first emission scan will remain constant throughout for these effects, enabling examinations containing rela
all emission scans. This means that both baseline and ac
tively large movements to be correctly quantified and re
tivated states will be equally affected, and that the percent
aligned.

Activation studies are less affected since this method at

change between the states will not be affected at all.

A drawbackof the methodis dataloss in the extreme ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

slices in the event of out-of-plane translations and/orrota
tions. This can be avoided if two partially overlapping
transmission scans, with an axial translation in between,
are performed before the start of emission scanning. The
emission scan would then be centered in the middle of the
two transmission scans in the axial direction. Thus, move
ment during the emission scan with a magnitude less than
half the translation between the two transmission scans
would not lead to any loss of data.
An alternative method would be the use of calculated
attenuation correction (10,11). We examined the method
suggested by Bergstrom et al. (10) and found that it per
forms poorly in the presence of noise, as is the case when

applying it individually to eveiy frame in a dynamic proto
col. The effect mightbe that differentcontours are found in
different frames, aggravating rather than alleviating the

problem. We have not studied the method by Siegel et al.
(11) and do not know if the same is true for their approach.

A commonproblemforbothmethodsis thatthey arenot
applicable to the chest region.
With the expansion of clinical PET, there is a need for
rapidprocedures that can be tolerated by the patients. The
elaborate, and uncomfortable, fixation devices tradition

ally used in PET cannot be applied to all categories of
patients without problems. Their use may also cause un
wanted effects in activation studies, where itching or pain
from the fixation may alter the activation pattern. The
method described above provides a way to retrospectively
correct all adverse effects caused by subject movement.
Performance of the full correction procedure would take
approximately 5 mm per frame on a VAX-station 4000/60,

and a 10-framedynamic study would thus require about 1
hr. This may seem long, but computer time should not be
compared to scanner time since the cost for the two differs
immensely. Furthermore, the procedure can be fully auto

mated and would not requireoperator input once the pro
gram is started.

CONCLUSION
When retrospectively realigning PET emission images,
the effect of the mismatch on the attenuation correction
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